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By emphasising the frail barrier between
rational and irrational behaviour Freud made
possible an imaginative discussion of neurosis and
insanity which had been regarded as shameful
in the nineteenth century The results of this
more sympathetic attitude can be seen m the
novels of writers such as Faulkner Bellow and
White while novels like Dons 1*88108*8 The
Pour Gnted Citv (1969) (a » ) and Jennifer Daw
son s The Ha Ho (1961) an imaginative study of
a schizophrenic are inconceivable as the work of
iny pre Freudian writer
Perhaps the most influential of all Freud a
theories was his suggestion that our attitudes and
behaviour are determined pnmarily by sexual
needs and experience Nineteenth-century nov
elists had been extremely reserved in their treat
roent of sexual life and although eighteenth
century writers had been uninhibited they had
regarded erotic experience either as merely in
cidental to their characters lives or as a subject
for ribald comedy and satire Freudian theories
have encouraged modem novelists to treat sexual
experience more freely than it was in the nine
teenth century and more Imagmati-vely and
seriously than it had been bj earlier writers
Indeed it is now unusual for a novelist to treat sex
humorously'
Freud s ideas on infantile sexuality also aroused
enormous interest m childhood experience and
relationships between parents and children
particularly m the ways that these might later
affect the adult Novelists whose work reflects
this interest include Ivy Gompton Burnett
Hartley Stvion and Wilson
It is interesting to note that despite the
influence of Freud and later psychologists and
writer* such as Kmsej it is only within the last
decade that English public opinion has allowed
novelists to treat erotic love and sexual deviation
as frankly as eighteenth century writers could
4n important date m the restriction of censorship
came in 1960 when Penguin Books won their
case for the publication of an unexpurgated
edition of Lawrence s Lady Chatterly s Loier
b) The Influence or the Symbolists S'eeaZsoM22-3
The work and ideas of the writers associated
with this school which arose in France in the last
decades of the nineteenth century and included
the poeta Eunbaud and MaDanne1 have had a
far reaching effect upon modern fiction
The Sjmbolists technical experiments m using
verbal association deliberate ambiguities of
phrase and syntax multiple analogies and esoteric
allusion hi poetry and interior monologue to
fiction suggested means by which modern novel
ists might attempt to express the subtleties of
individual consciousness and to create new forms
of novel The Symbolists feeling that artists are
gifted with a mystical apprehension of BeaUty
and their consequent belief that m order to ex
press this apprehension art should possess the
evocative lyrical qualities of music nob only
helped novelists like Proust and Joyce to evolve
new forms for the novel but has had a less happy
influence on some other writers encouraging them
to indulge in vague metaphysical musings Two
gifted novelists whose work seems to have suffered
in this way are the Austrian Hermann Broch and
a writer from Guyana. Wilson Earns both of
whose novels are at times highly evocative but
too often seem to degenerate into meaningless
verbiage (However the eminent critic George
Sterner suggests in Lafnavaae and S^lmce that
Broch, s J>eath of VvcgU (1045) Ig one of the greatest
novels of the century comparable only with
Joyce s Ub/sses Its theme is similar to that of
T S Eliot s low Quarters and like Eliot s poem
it is constructed in the form of four move
meats each based on the key of one of the
elements earth, air fire, and water)
The Symbolists' dream of producing a uni
versal poem, an epic myth on the scale of
 Goethe s Faust has been reflected in the work of
many modern novelists notably in Joyces
Ulysses and Fvnneaans Wal-e the German Thomas
Mann b Joseph and His Bi others Broch s Death of
more recently in the novels of Beclett
Goldmg Lowry Styron and White
(c) The Influence oJ Russian Literatnie
A subsidiary but nevertheless important in
fluence upon the novel has come from the writing
of the great nineteenth century Eussian authors
Tnrgenev has been available in English since the
Tolstoy Dobtoyevsky and Chekhov begin
to be translated just before the First World \V ar
Their writing heightened novelists interest in
conveying a more spiritual reality and the work
of Turgenev and Chekhov particularly encouraged
writers who were moving towards a more lyrical
treatment of style and form while the novels of
Dostoyeval-y stimulated the interest aroused by
Freud in the imaginative presentation of mentally
handicapped neurotic psychotic and psycho
pathic characters American and English novel
ists attitudes to the work of these and other
Russian authors can be studied m the anthologj
Rmstan Literature and Modern Lnffhsh Fiction
edited D Divie
(d) Innovators of Xateiary Techniques
Marcel Proust (18W.-19P2)
In his huge novel A la rediercha dw temps perdu
(1913-27) Proust evokes the kaleidoscopic pit
terns of involuntary memory as they float through
his narrator s mind His work has therefore been
colled a roman fleuie—a river novel Its plot
seems non existent but the novel is m fact con
structed with the greatest artistry and :uat as
the Symbolist poets used evocative images with a
multiplicity of associations so Proust introduces
the characters and events of his narrative present
ing them from different viewpoints and investing
them with new significance each time they are
recalled Proufet s work had i notable influence
upon the writing of Virginia Woolf and Forster
and among more recent novelists Powell is Pioust s
avowed disciple A translation of A la recJiercJie
tin temys perdu is now published m paperback by
Chatto and Windus
James Joyce (1883-1641)
Joyce an Irishman spent most of his life on the
Continent and although his work like that of all
great artists was highly individual it owed much
to the stimulus of the ideas of Flaubert and the
work of the Symbolists Like Flaubert Joyce
believed that a novel should be objective and
rooted m experience of everyday life and by
developing the Symbolists techniques he achieved
an hitherto unparalleled impression of objectivity
m his portrayal of character
Joyce s name is particularly associated with the
stream of consciousness technique which he
evolved from the Symbolist writer Dujardins
interior monologue in order to be able to ex
press the mind b activity—mot only the way we
receive passive impressions of the exterior world
and associate them with past experience the
subconscious distortion and imaginative control
exercised by the mind but also how our sensibility
and imagination are involved in an active dia
logue -with the world as we apprehend it
Joyces use of this technique therefore varies
considerably according to the kind of character
he is presenting and since he attempts to express
non verbal experience as well as verbal thought
his sentences often have a poetic rather than a
discursive logic Stimulated by Joyce s example
later novelists including Faulkner and Xowry
have evolved their own poetic forms of the stream
of consciousness technique but most later writers
have preferred to use a less poetic version more
akin to the interior monologue expressing the
stream of thought rather than of consciousness
A contemporary novelist who uses interior mono
logue in this way Is Bellow

